CMMC Compliance
Mission Multiplier’s Approach to CMMC Compliance
As a CMMC-AB Registered Provider Organization ™, Mission Multiplier is proud to offer a full spectrum
of cybersecurity solutions to help your business navigate the path towards CMMC compliance from beginning to end.
We can help your organization:
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Understand the CMMC Requirements
Navigate the implementation of those requirements
Understand how CMMC aligns with DFARS 252.204-7012 and NIST SP 800-171
Develop the required policies, procedures, and plans for implementation
Prepare for CMMC Assessments with Pre-assessment Readiness Reviews
Capitalize on existing assets for the most cost-effective solutions

+26 Practices
With the right approach, the implementation of the controls necessary for your target maturity level
can go from being a
costly source of stress and confusion to being a coordinated, streamlined process. Our approach to CMMC compliance
focuses on separating controls into two easily understandable and manageable categories, capitalizing on existing assets,
then filling the gaps with proven solutions.
+58 Practices

The 2 Categories of Compliance Solutions: Services
+ Cyber Tools
+55 Practices
Services

Cyber Tools

The Services category entails many of the services usually
Tools are a natural part of any robust cybersecurity
associated with an in-house Information System Security
program. The tools required to satisfy most CMMC
Officer (ISSO). These duties can be divided into the following maturity levels primarily include:
domains:
✓ First Line Defenses
✓ Vulnerability Scanning/SIEM Solutions
✓ Policy
✓ Information Management
✓ Malicious Code Protection
✓ Configuration
✓ Disk Encryption
✓ Training
✓ Multi-Factor Authentication
✓ Backup Infrastructure
If your organization needs assistance with CMMC Compliance, our team of highly-qualified cybersecurity experts is ready to help!

CMMC Compliance
Mission Multiplier’s Services and Tools
Mission Multiplier offers a wide array of tools and services that can help your organization address all
of the 130 practices and the additional processes required for CMMC level 3 certification.

Services
✓ Policy: Our policy writers will sit down with key stakeholders within your
organization to ensure that each policy is customized to your unique information
system architecture and company culture.
✓ Configurations: Mission Multiplier can help configure and harden your organizational
information systems to provide the security you need.
✓ Office 365 & Azure: We recommend Office 365 and Azure for controlling how
information is created, processed, stored, and accessed, and can assist with applying
these products in the ways that will best benefit your organization.
✓ Training: Mission Multiplier can conduct training sessions to ensure that your
employees are familiar with and knowledgeable in general and job-specific
cybersecurity practices .

Cyber Tools
✓ SATURN-i: Beyond firewall and web content filtering functionalities, the SATURN-i can also provide services such as intrusion
prevention, application control, VPN, and other features that align with the requirements of NIST SP 800-171 Rev. 2 and
the CMMC standard.
✓ MARS Suite: MARS Suite is Mission Multiplier’s preferred choice for providing vulnerability scanning capabilities, and we can
provide the necessary services to help you install and use MARS Suite efficiently and effectively.

✓ Malicious Code Protection Software: Mission Multiplier can leverage industry partnerships to bring tested and proven
malicious code protection software to your organization.
✓ Disk Encryption: Mission Multiplier can assist your organization by configuring existing encryption modules within your
infrastructure or we can assist in the procurement and implementation of other encryption mechanisms.
✓ Multifactor Authentication: Mission Multiplier can make recommendations based on your unique infrastructure to provide the
most appropriate form of multifactor authentication.
✓ Backup Infrastructure: Mission Multiplier can assist with the selection, implementation, and maintenance of the most
appropriate backup infrastructure solution for your organization.

